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ABSTRACT.  It is proved that the product of a cell-like closed-O-

dimensional upper semicontinuous decomposition of R   with a line is R .

This establishes at once this feature for all the various dogbone-inspired

decompositions of R .  The proof makes use of an observation of L. Rubin

that the universal cover of a wedge of circles admits a 1-1 immersion into

the wedge crossed with R .

Introduction. This paper is intended to rectify the proof in [R] (see

Erratum) of the following result (definitions in § 1).

Theorem.(3) Suppose G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition ofR3

such that each nondegenerate element G G G is cell-like, and the closure of the

image in the decomposition space of the nondegenerate elements of G is 0-dimen-

sional.  Then R3/G x Rx * R3 x Z?1 ; that is, the product of the decomposition

space with the real line is homeomorphic to /?4.

Addendum.   In the usual fashion, the decomposition H = {G x r|G G G,

tGRx)ofR4 is realizable by pseudoisotopy ofR4.   That is, there is a proper

homotopy hs: /?4 —> R4, s G [0, 1], with h0 = identity and hs a homeomorphism

for s< 1, such that each path {hs(x)\sG [0, 1]), x GR4, lies in some member

of an arbitrarily small preassigned open saturated cover ofR4 and such that the

point inverses ofhx are precisely the elements of H.

Remark.   R3 can be replaced by any manifold-without-boundary M3,

provided one assumes that each nondegenerate element of G has an irreducible

manifold neighborhood in M3, thus circumventing the Poincaré conjecture. (Some

conditions under which such neighborhoods exist are given in [M] and [M-R,

Theorem 4].) Clearly Rx can be replaced by any manifold N, provided dim óW ¥= 0.
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192 R. D. EDWARDS AND R. T. MILLER

This Theorem generalizes a series of results which originated with Bing's

proof that his dogbone decomposition has the property stated in the Theorem [B].

Some subsequent papers are referenced in [R]. A good introduction to this de-

composition problem, and to decompositions of manifolds in general, is contained

in the survey series of Armentrout [A,]-[A3].

Our proof of the Theorem introduces a construction which we call window

building (Lemmas 1 and 2).(4) This construction provides an alternative to the fa-

miliar staircase construction introduced by Bing in the article mentioned above

(cf. remark in §1 below).

Our interest in this question was aroused because it can loosely be regarded

as a low dimensional version of the double suspension problem (which is equiv-

alent to the question: Do noncombinatorial triangulations of topological manifolds

exist?   [G]). That is, the Theorem above implies the « = 3 case of the conjecture

below; the n > 4 case, for X a codimension 2 contractible subpolyhedron of Rn,

is strictly equivalent to the double suspension question.

Conjecture (cf. [A3]). Suppose X is a cell-like compactum in Rn. Then

Rn/XxRx**Rn+x.

We recall that in general, if G is a cell-like O-dimensional upper semicontin-

uous decomposition of Rn which has a defining neighborhood sequence (see

below) with spines of dimension < « - 3, then Rn/G « F". This was observed

in [A-S]. As a consequence, Theorem 2 (with k > 4) of [R] is somewhat

vacuous.

1. Definitions; statement of the Proposition.  A decomposition G of R" is

a partition of R" into disjoint compact subsets whose union is all of Rn. The

decomposition space, abusively but commonly denoted Rn/G, is given the quotient

topology. The decomposition G is upper semicontinuous provided the quotient

map R" —*■ R"IG is closed.

A compact subset X C R" is cell-like if it lies cellularly in some Rn+k D

Rn ik = 1 suffices). Recall that cell-like is an intrinsic property of X not de-

pendent on the embedding X C—». Rn [L].

A cube-with-handles is a compact orientable 3-manifold obtained by attach-

ing to a 3-cell a finite number of 1-handles (this is made more explicit below).

Theorem 1 of [S-A] (which observes that Theorem 1 of [L—S] holds with cell-

like in place of point-like) provides a useful characterization of the decomposition

G of our Theorem. It says that G can be described in the following manner:

there is a defining neighborhood sequence of closed subsets Mx, M2, • • • of F3,

OThis has no relation to W. Thurston's window building construction in The theory

of foliations of codimension greater than one, Comm. Math. Helv. 49 (1974), 214-231. Our

choice of notation was coincidental.
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where, for each /, M¡ is the union of a disjoint locaUy finite coUection of cubes-

with-handles such that Mi+X G int M¡, and furthermore for each component M¡¡

of each M¡, the inclusion map Mi+ x n Mt>j C—>■ M¡¡ is null-homotopic, and the

nondegenerate components of C\f-XM¡ coincide with the nondegenerate elements

ofG.

The following Proposition is the basic result of this paper. In its applica-

tion to the Theorem, first i is chosen large and then U is taken to be any one of

the components int M¡¿ of int M¡; the cube-with-handles T is the union of the

components of Af/+1 n M¡¿ strung together with a thickened arc, and X is

Mi+2nMu.

Proposition.  Suppose X G int T G T C U C R3, where U is open, T is

a cube-with-handles, X is compact and the inclusion maps X C__». T and T C—». U

are null homotopic.  Then given any e > 0, there exists a uniformly continuous

homeomorphism h: R3 x/?1 —*R3 x/?1 such that

(1) h = identity offofUx. Rx, and for each tGRx,h(U x t)G U x

[t-e, t + e], and

(2) for each tGR1, diam h(X x t) < e.

Using the substitutions mentioned above, the Theorem foUows from the

Proposition as a consequence of the weU-known shrinking criterion of Bing ( [B,

Theorem 3] and subsequently several other places). As usual, the shrinking

homeomorphism h in the Proposition is actuaUy isotopic to the identity in a well-

controlled manner, hence the Addendum to the Theorem can be achieved. Since

this process is widely understood, we suppress further mention.

Note of clarification. Theorem 5 of [E-G] shows that the Bing shrinking

criterion works even for upper semicontinuous decompositions into compacta of

complete metric spaces (previous proofs were for locaUy compact metric spaces).

In shortening the proof for publication, the authors deleted the nontrivial verifi-

cation of surjectivity of the limit shrinking map. These detaüs have been recap-

tured in [M-V] with a proof simpler than the original; in particular, they show

that X = 0 suffices in condition (a) of the proof.

Remark. One feature of this Proposition is that it minimizes the number

of successive neighborhoods in the defining neighborhood sequence that one must

use in order to shrink the sets {X x t\t G Rx) smaU. For example, in the Bing

staircase construction, which was used for the dogbone space [B, §5] and sub-

sequently for arcs [A-C], the smaller one wanted to shrink the arc-components,

the deeper one had to go into the defining neighborhood sequence. The above

Proposition shows that no matter how small one wishes to shrink the sets

{X x t\t G Z?1} keeping the support inside a given neighborhood M¡ x Rx of the
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sequence, one need only make use of the next two neighborhoods in the sequence.

In this paper « denotes homeomorphism, N(A, e) denotes the open e-neigh-

borhood inF3 of a subset A of F3, 9 denotes manifold boundary and fxBA

denotes the topological frontier of a subset A in a space F.  For concreteness, a

3-dimensional cube-with-handles T = B U \Jn_xF¡ consists of a 3-cell B together

with « 3-cells F,,.... F„, all disjoint, each attached to dB as a 1-handle (Figure

1). Thus for each i, F, « [-1, 1] x D2 such that F, n F = F¡ n dB corresponds

to {-1, 1} x D2. It is useful to extend this parametrization of F¡ to a neighbor-

hood F|+ « [-2, 2] x £>2 of F¡ in F, so that Ff+ n cl (T-Ff) corresponds to

{-2, 2} x £>2. We assume the F+'s are disjoint. Each a x D2 is called a rra«s-

verse slice of F,- or F,+. The subset [a - S, a + S] x D2 C F* has the obvious

meaning whenever -2<a-S<a + 5<2, and if these bounds are exceeded,

we interpret [a - 5, a + S] x D2 to mean ([a - 5, a + S] n [-2, 2]) x D2.

2 +
transverse    slices {a x D } P.

The cube-with-handles T = 5 U U"=i^f

Figure 1

This figure deplicts a cell-like set worthwhile to consider

while reading the proof.   Let X C F3 be an intersection of

solid figure 8's, each embedded in the previous one as shown

above.   Let G be the decomposition of F3 having X as its

only nondegenerate element.

Figure 2

2. Window building. In the Proposition above, clearly one cannot hope to

simultaneously shrink every level T x t of T x F1 small in U x F1. Neverthe-

less one can shrink any individual level T x tQ small since the handles of T x t0,

which may link in U x f0, can be separated in <7 x F1 by pushing them up or

down slightly. Then one can pull in the handles of T x t0, at the expense of

stretching the handles of some other levels T * t¡, i = 1,2,... ,n.
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Window buUding can loosely be described as follows. An individual window

in T x R1 is a handle of T crossed with a vertical interval. Clearly one can choose

a countable number of windows in T x Z?1 as suggested in Figure 3, so that if the

material in the windows is disregarded, then the remainder of T x R1 (call it P;

see Figure 4) can be pulled in close to B x R1, by first separating the handles as

described above and then pulling them in. Of course in pulling them in they may

stretch some of the material in the windows. The basic idea of window building

is to first isotope X x Rx inside of T x /?', so that when done all of the images

of the X x r's which intersect the windows are extremely small. (These images

resemble chain mail filling up the window; see Figure 3.) Then these images wül

stay relatively small when the above shrinking of P is performed.

Î
R1

i

j-1   level

Fl " 'Vi-1'*!-!*1

The windows in T x R1. The chain-maü-like material in the

windows represents the images of the X x r's after they have been

shrunk smaU by the homeomorphism / of Lemma 1.

Figure 3
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'i * IVY*1

The set F = T x F1 minus the windows. The handles can

be separated and pulled in close to F x Fx.

Figure 4

In Lemma 1, the windows are the sets {F¡ x [t. + 8, t.+ x -8]} appealing

in condition 2(b).

Lemma 1 (window building). Suppose T = F U \J"=XF¡ is a cube-with-

handles decomposed as described above, and suppose X C int T is a compact sub-

set such that the inclusion map is null homotopic.   Then given any 5 > 0, there

exists a uniformly continuous homeomorphism /:F3 xF1 —> F3 xF1 such

that (letting t¡ = 2/ - 1 for all j E Z):

(1) /= identity offofTxR1, and for each / G Z and each t E [t¡, tJ+x],

f(Txt)CTx [tj,tI+x],and

(2) for each t ERX, either

(a) f(X x t) C [a-8, a + 8] x D2 x s for some transverse slice

a x D2 of some F¡, and some sERx, or

(h) f(Xxt)CTx [tj, tj+x] - U?=,^ x [tj + 8, tj+x - 8] for

some j G Z.
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The model form of this lemma is

Lemma 2 (Building a single window). Suppose the data of Lemma 1.

Then given any S > 0, there exists a homeomorphism f: R3 x Rl —*■ R3 x R1

such that

(1) / = identity off of T* [-1,1], and

(2) for each t G [-1, 1], either

(a) f(X x t) G [a - 5, a + 5 ] x D2 x s for some transverse slice

a x D2 G Fx, and some s G [-1, 1], or

(b) f(X x r)CTx [-1,1] -Fx x [-1 +5, 1-5].

Proof of Lemma 2. Without loss X is connected; if it is not one can

either modify the proof below, or else can initiaUy replace X with a small poly-

hedral neighborhood which can then be connected by running an arc through it.

Let 1* = TU dT x [0, 1] denote Twith an exterior coUar (in/?3 -int T)

attached. We explicitly prove the following a priori weaker conclusion for Lemma

2: Given 5 > 0 and an arbitrarily smaU coUar neighborhood T# of T, there exists

X > 0 and a homeomorphism f:R3 x/?1 —>• Z?3 x/?1 such that

(1') /= identity off of J* x [-1, 1], and

(2') for each r G [-1, 1], either

(a) f(X x t) C [a - 5, a 4- 5] x D2 x s for some transverse slice

a x D2 C Fx and some s G [-1, 1], or

(b) f(X x t) G T x [-1, 1] -Fj x [-X, X].

Given any / satisfying (1 ') and (2'), one obtains an / satisfying (1) and (2) by

vertically expanding Fx x [-X, X] to coincide with Fx x [-1+5,1-5] (thus

arranging (!') and (2)), and then appropriately conjugating T# to T.

The proof of Lemma 2 is based on the key observation of Rubin in [R, §4]

that there is a 1-1 immersion u: T —* T x (-1, 1) of the universal cover T of

T into T x (-1, 1), such that projr ° co = covering projection: T —+T.  We

have included a sketch of the proof in the Appendix. The image of T in T x

(-1, 1) suggests a multitiered parking structure with its spiraling ramps (see

Figure 5).

To simplify notation we abusively identify T with its image co(r) in T x

(— 1, 1), and we caU a subset of T C T x (-1, 1) compact if its preimage in the

genuine T is compact. Likewise hs: W of a subset W G T means the frontier of

W in the topology of the genuine T.

Assuming X d Fx =£ 0, choose a basepoint *GXDFX. Then f n * x Z?1

consists of a countable number of points, each of which determines a lifted copy

X„ C T n .Y x Z?1 of X which projects homeomorphically onto X.  Note that

the lifts {Xf) are totaUy ordered by their comparative heights (measured in the
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not drawn

horizontally

here)

The ramp W C f C T x (-1, 1) (not drawn with F,+ x 0 horizontal).

Figure 5

F1 coordinate), that is, for any two disjoint lifts Xv and Xß, either all the points

of Xv lie over the corresponding points ofZ^,, or vice versa.  Let X = \J{XV} =

T r\X x F1. For convenience we assume that T is horizontal along Fj" x 0, that

is,F,+ x Ocf.

The cells {F, F,, • • • , F„} of T lift to cells in f which we call blocks.

Each Xv intersects the same number of blocks; call this number m.

Suppose 5 > 0 is given. The homeomorphism / is the composition f=ßa

of two homeomorphisms, defined below in the reverse order of their composition.

Definition of ß. Briefly, ß pulls a large compact subset of blocks of f

along the inclines of F towards Fx x 0, to arrange that the intersection of the

image of any block with Fx   x 0 is small.

Let p > 2m/5 be an integer, and let W he the connected compact subset of

T consisting of all blocks which can be joined to the base block F, x 0 C T by

a chain of 2p + 1 or fewer blocks. Then W resembles a many branched tree,

with fx^ W being the ends of the branches. We define a certain embedding (3, :

W —* W.  It is the tail end of an isotopic deformation of W into itself (not onto),

always fixed on frjr W, which pulls most of the blocks of W into Fx   x 0, at the

same time making them small. The only blocks not made small are those which

intersect frjr W; instead they are stretched very long to take up the slack. Figure

6 suggests the construction of ßx. The reader can provide the details. Its re-

quired properties are

(i) ßx = identity on fxf W, and ßx is (nonambiently) isotopic to ßQ = id(W)

through embeddings j3r: W —* W, r G [0, 1], and
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(ii) if Fis any block of W, then ßx(F) n F,+ x 0 C [a - 1/p, a + 1/p] x

Z)2 x 0 for some transverse slice a x D2 of Fj1-.

Regarding W as an inclined ramp in T x (-1, 1), thicken it vertically by a

small amount, to a subset denoted by (and homeomorphic to) W x [-2X, 2\],

where X > 0 is small and each interval (z, t) x [-2X, 2\] C W x [-2X, 2X] cor-

responds linearly to z x [t - 2X, t + 2X] G T x (-1, 1). Extend ßx to an em-

bedding ß2: W x [- 2X, 2X] —► W x [-2X, 2X] by applying ßx to each of the

individual levels in W x [-X, X], and damping to the identity using ßr in the re-

maining levels.  Specifically, ß2(W x u) C W x u for each « G [-2X, 2X], and

j|3, ifltiKX,

k-NA    ifA<|u|<2X.
j32|R/x u =

W (unwound) and the image ßx(W) in IV'.  Here

2p+l=5. In reality, each of the blocks of W, except

the end blocks, intersects an even number of other blocks.

ßx(W) n Fx   x 0, magnified (with large p value).

The definition of ßx : W—* W

Figure 6
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Observe ß2 = identity on

fr? W x [-2X, 2X] U Wx [-2X, 2X} = frrx(_u)(W x [-2X, 2X])

(which is not i^Tx(-i,i)ß20^ x [~2X, 2X])). Define the desired ß by extending

ß2 via the identity over the rest of T x (-1, 1) and over F3 x F1 - T# x (-1,1),

and then by extending to a homeomorphism of the remaining regions F* x (-1,1)

- T x (-1, 1) ^ T# x (-1, 1) - j32(F x (-1, 1)) using an appropriate isotopy

extension construction.

Definition of a. The homeomorphism a will move points only vertically,

to arrange that certain levels X x t in X x Rx go into levels W x u in the inclined

W x [-X, X] C T x (-1, 1). A certain finite number of X x t levels will go into

each W x u level.

Let {Xk \-q < k < q} be the finite collection consisting of all .Jf,, in {Xu}

such that Xv C ß\~x(Fx  x 0) C W.  (It *s natural to regard them as ordered by

increasing height so that X0 n F, x 0 # 0.) Assume S < 1. Thus

for any Xv E {X„} such that Xv n ßxx(Fx x 0) # 0,

. then ^rv = ATfc for some k, and hence /3,(AT,,) C

[a-8, a + 8] xD2 x 0 for some transverse slice

ax D2 x 0 of F, x 0.

Defines*. GF1 by (*,sfc) = Xk n * x F1. Let F = USU-çta-*» s*+M

C (-1, 1). Define an embedding a0: X x L —» X x (-1, 1) by letting

a0(x x [sk - X, sfc + X]) = (x, f) x [-X, X] C W x [-X, X]

linearly, where x G X and / is defined (as a function of x and k) by the statement

(x, t) E Xk. Extend a0 over X x Rx first via the identity on X x ((-«» - 1] u

[1, °°)), and then linearly on the remaining intervals. Next extend via the identity

over F3 x F1 - F x (-1, 1), and finally extend over (T~X) x (-1, 1) by means

of vertical damping in the usual fashion, thus producing a.

The homeomorphism / = ßa has properties (l') and (2') listed above. We

verify (2') in detail. It is equivalent to showing that for any t ERx,if X x t O

f~x(Fx x [-X, X]) ¥= 0, then f(X x t) C [a - 8, a + 8] x D2 x s for some

transverse slice a x D2 of F, and some s G F1.   By (*) above, X x Rl n

ß\-x(Fx x 0) C \Jl=-qXk.   By definition of ß from ßx, X x Rx n

ß~x(Fx x [-X,X])C\Jl=_qXk x [-X,X],whereXk x [-X,X] CWx [-X,X]

C T x (-1,1) has the natural meaning. Now a(X xL) = \Jl~-qXk x [- X, X], so

applying a-1 to the above inclusion yields X xRx nf~x(Fx x [-X,X])CX xL.

So it suffices to show that each slice X x t C X x L satisfies f(X x f) C [a -8, a + S ]

xD2 xs for some transverse slice a xD2 of F, and some s GF1. But this is clear

by (*) and the definitions of a and ß. This completes Lemma 2.
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Proof of Lemma 1 from Lemma 2. We give the detaüs for the definition

of f\T x [-1,1], arranging that/I = identity on d(T x [-1,1]). From this,

the desired / can be defined by stacking vertical translates.

The idea in constructing f\T x [-1,1] is to first select some nonover-

lapping vertical translates of the desired window blocks {F¡ x [- 1 + 5,1 - 5]},

and to apply Lemma 2 separately to make a window in each of these completely

disjoint blocks. These windows are then translated to the original positions, and

a preliminary vertical expansion is applied, to produce the desired f\T x [- 1, 1].

In detail.  Let h: T x [-1,1] -»fx [- 1, t„] (where tn is from Lemma

1) be a homeomorphism which moves points only vertically, with the property

that for each 1< i < n, h\F¡+ x [-1+5,1-5] is vertical translation by dis-

tance (2/ - 2), so that A(Ff+ x [- 1 + 5, 1 - 5]) = Ff x [t¡_x + 5, t¡ - 5].

For each separate interval [t¡_x, t¡], let/)-: T x [t¡_x, t¡] —► T x [t¡_x, t¡],

with/) = identity on d(T x [t¡_x, tf]), be a homeomorphism which buüds a

window in F¡ x [t¡_x +5, t¡ - 5], as provided by Lemma 2. Let g: T x [-1,1]

—► T x [-1, tn] be a homeomorphism which moves points only vertically, such that

g\oT x [-1, 1] = h\dT x [- 1, 1], and such that for each r G [- 1, 1], there

exists an s = s(t) G [-1, t„] for which g(X x t) = X x s. Define f\T x [-1,1]

= A-1 » (+f¡) ° g where + f¡ denotes the disjoint union of the f¡, 1 < i < n.

This completes Lemma 1.

3. Proof of Proposition from Lemma 1. Let T = B U {J"=XF¡ as above.

By squeezing B smaU, we can assume that diam B < e/4.

The homeomorphism h: R3 x R1 —*■ R3 x Rx wül be defined as a com-

position h = grf of three homeomorphisms. To simplify epsüonics, we wiU

define h to satisfy properties (If) and (2„) below, which imply (1) and (2) of the

Proposition merely by reparametrizing verticaUy (e.g., replace the h below by

T~xhr, where t(z, t) = (z, 24r/e)).

(If) h = identity off of U x Z?1, and for each r G Z?1, h(U xf)GU x

[t-3, t + 3], and

(2n) for each tGRx, either

(a) h(X x r) C N(B, e/4) x [f - 3, r + 3], or

(b) diam h(X xt)<e.

Definition of g. The complete properties of the homeomorphism g:

Z?3 xZ?1 —*■ R3 x Rx are that g is uniformly continuous and (still letting t¡ —

2/- 1 for j GZ):

(lg) g = identity off of U x (Jyez ty ~ ^> r/ + ^] > ̂ d g = identity on

B xZ?1, and

(2g) for each tf, g(T x tf) C N(B, e/8) x R1.

This is routine unknotting in Z?4. Consider for example T x 1 C__». U x 1.

The problem in isotoping T x 1 into N(B, e/8) x 1 rel B x 1 always keeping the
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image in U x 1, is that the handles of F x 1 may be geometrically linked, either

with each other or self-linked. But in U x [1/2, 3/2] this linking problem van-

ishes, as the handles {F¡ x 1} have 1-dimensional spines.

Definitions of/and r.  The homeomorphism /is exactly as provided by

Lemma 1, for the sets X C int T, with S value as specified below.

Let rQ: T—*■ T he an embedding which squeezes T close to its spine (with

closeness specified below), such that rQ(B) C B and r0(a x D2) C a x D2 for

each transverse slice a x D2 in each F*. Extend r0 to a homeomorphism r* of

F3 with support in U, and let r = r* x id(Rx).

The smallness of 5 and r0 are determined by the following requirements

(tj as above):

(16) for each t¡, g(T x [t¡ - 8, t¡ + 8])C N(B, e/4) x F1, and

(25) for any transverse slice a x D2 of any F*, and for any s ERX,

diam gr([a - 8, a + 8] x D2 x s) < e.

Then « = grf satisfies properties (ln) and (2n) above. This completes the

proof of the Proposition.

Appendix.   Here we sketch the proof of Rubin's observation about cover-

ing spaces, which we used in Lemma 2.

Proposition.   Suppose S = V,-e¿y5/ is a finite or countably infinite wedge

(= one point union) of circles.   Then there is a 1-1 immersion p: S —► S x F1

of the universal cover S of S, such that nsp = ps, where ps = covering projection:

S —*■ S and tts = projection: S x F1 —► S.

This leads to the exceedingly general

Corollary. Suppose T is a space having the homotopy type of a con-

nected CW complex, whose fundamental group lies in an exact sequence of

groups 1 —► H —► 7T,(F, *) —*■ F —> 1, where F is free and countably generated.

Then there is a 1-1 immersion a>: F —* F x F1 such that tttco = pT, where

pT: T —+ T is the covering of T corresponding to the subgroup H Cttx(T, *).

Proof of Proposition.  One is tempted to look for an explicit analytical

definition of p, but we have not found any simple one. At any rate, the recursive

construction of a suitable p is quite trivial. Calling the closures of the components

ofpj'CVíeAr S} - *) in 5 intervals, let /, C J2 C • • • be an increasing sequence

of subsets of S such that S = U/L i /j and each /,- is a connected union of i in-

tervals in S. Inductively assuming the existence of any embedding p¡_, : /,_, —►

S x F1 such that iisPlí_1 = Ps^i-i> ^ 1S routine point set topology to extend

this to /if.

Proof of Corollary. Let 5 be a wedge of circles such that ttx(S) = F,

and by elementary construction let r: (T, *) —* (S, *) be a map such that r#:
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i*\(T, *)—*■ F is the hypothesized homomorphism. Retaining the notation of

the Proposition, let T and pT be defined by the pullback diagram

T—zt+S
r

\Pt       \Ps-

That is, T = {(x,y)GT x S \r(x) = ps(y)). Now define co = pT x vrX p7,

where p: S —► S x Rx is from the Proposition.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the hospitality of the University of Cal-

ifornia, Berkeley, where they were visiting when this work was done in the fall of

1973.
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